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Letter from the Editor

Perspectives on the revised Standards for Classical 
Language Learning

John Gruber-Miller 
Cornell College

It may come as a surprise that the original Standards for Classical Language 
Learning (1997) has now been used by teachers for more than twenty years. I still 
remember when they were new and how transformative they were for Greek and 
Latin teachers. I was encouraged by them to try new approaches in the classroom 
and to consider ways to connect language learning to culture and across disciplines. 
And I confess, although my students have regularly staged a Latin play or a Roman 
banquet in intermediate Latin, I have never felt as if I have succeeded in reaching 
broader communities. 

The newly revised set of Standards for Classical Language Learning has 
been “refreshed,” as Bart Natoli describes them, and some significant new com-
ponents that were lacking in the first edition have been added. Perhaps the biggest 
change is the first Goal, Communication. Instead of considering listening, speak-
ing, and writing in the service of learning to read, the revised Standards embrace 
three modes of communication—interpersonal, interpretive, and presentational—
that remind us that communication is so much more than any one skill and that 
these modes intersect and overlap to create stronger and more proficient language 
learners. Second, the revised Standards provide teachers and learners more help in 
setting goals and recognizing how they are making progress toward these goals. The 
revised edition now includes sample performance indicators for different age groups 
and sample “Can-do” statements that help teachers and learners understand where 
they fall on the spectrum of proficiency. Third, the Communities Goal has been 
improved. In addition to saying that students will use their knowledge of classical 
languages and cultures both in school and in the wider world, the revised Standards 
emphasize the importance of self-reflection and life-long learning: “Learners set 
goals and reflect on their progress in using languages for enjoyment, enrichment, 
and advancement.”
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As before, the Standards for Classical Language Learning has been adapted 
specifically for Latin and Greek based on the World Readiness Standards for Learn-
ing Languages. As before, the Standards are not a curriculum guide and do not 
prescribe what or how to teach. Rather, they provide broad goals for learners and 
teachers and “describe proficiency levels for students at the elementary, middle, 
secondary, and collegiate levels.”  Most importantly, the revised Standards recog-
nize that learners will progress at different rates and will achieve different levels of 
proficiency depending on different classroom emphases and methods. In short, the 
Standards can be used by all teachers and students no matter what approach they 
take in the classroom.

This issue of Teaching Classical Languages is a special issue devoted to the 
revised Standards for Classical Language Learning. It contains articles by members 
of the ACL-SCS Task Force (Gruber-Miller, Houghtalin, Natoli, and Ramsby) and 
by those who were not members (Ancona, Anderson, Hanford, Major, and White). 
This special issue features a range of perspectives from those who emphasize mate-
rial culture (Houghtalin) and those who advocate for new audiences to utilize the 
Standards (Ancona and Major) to those who design curriculum (Anderson) and cre-
ate assignments (Anderson, Gruber-Miller, and White). Finally, two perspectives 
consider the role of the Standards in preparing new teachers (Hanford and Ramsby). 

Bart Natoli leads off the special issue, providing a comprehensive introduc-
tion to the Standards and setting them in their historical context. Next, John Gru-
ber-Miller places the Standards within a broader educational context. He proposes 
that the Standards epitomize integrative learning—making connections, addressing 
authentic situations, recognizing multiple perspectives, and contextualizing issues. 
In the next two perspectives, Liane Houghtalin shows how material culture offers 
possibilities for linking language and culture (Goal 2: Cultures), and Willie Ma-
jor shows how Greek is ideal for making Connections with other disciplines (Goal 
3) and responding to student interest. Ronnie Ancona introduces the second half 
by arguing that the Standards are essential reading for all college classicists. Peter 
Anderson shows how backward planning and Understanding by Design® provide 
structural guidance for teachers using the Standards, and he suggests lesson plans 
for thinking about identity and friendship through the philosophy of Marcus Aure-
lius. Using a variety of medieval bestiaries, Cynthia White shows how the Standards 
can inform assignments that blend traditional sub-disciplines of classical studies, 
such as textual criticism, with new digital manuscript collections online. Finally, 
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Timothy Hanford and Teresa Ramsby offer insights into how the Standards provide 
structure and guidance for future teachers of Latin as they launch their careers in 
the classroom. Collectively, these perspectives should offer new insights for those 
already familiar with the Standards or coming to them for the first time.


